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Thought for Contemplation: “Each path had a purpose 

                                                      Leading back to the roots of the tree.”  Nancy Woods 

Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church 
Worship  

February 16, 2020 

INGATHERING CHIMES 

WELCOME  

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONNECTION               11:00am 

CHALICE LIGHTING    

Let the light of this chalice be for wonder 

Let the warmth of this chalice be for love 

Let the glow of this chalice be for connection, 

One to the other, until we are One.               Anita Farber-Robertson 

CALL TO WORSHIP     

What a day is today! 

Miracle of miracles. 
 

From all our lives we have gathered 

Here, to be together. 
 

From homes of peace and comfort 

From homes of strife and struggle, 

From homes where hearts are filled with joy  

and those where hearts have known deep sorrow 

From places of wonder and of weariness, 

Of bubbling hope and anxious worry 

We have come to be together, 

To remember, to celebrate and to be glad with one another. 
 

Come, let us worship together. 
Anita Farber-Robertson 
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HYMN     All Beautiful the March of Days #57  

CHILDREN’S TIME     Bob Moseley        9:00am 

 

Song (seated)      Go Now in Peace                   #413 9:00am 

(Children are invited to go now to their program) 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONNECTION                 9:00am 

MUSIC FOR REFLECTION   

JOYS AND SORROWS      

MEDITATION AND PRAYER. 

READING The Tree in Winter by Nancy Wood 

The tree in winter is like 

The lines upon my father’s face 

Or like the paths I tried to take 

When I was young and searching 

For one clear way to understanding. 

 

In every branch I found 

A smaller branch leading me 

Toward many ends and many sorrows. 

Too fragile to bear my weight, 

All my branches broke 

And I fell to the earth confused. 

 

I saw the tree in winter 

Reaching toward the sky 

With bare branches tangled 

Like so many paths and yet 

Each path had a purpose 

Leading back to the roots of the tree. 
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ANTHEM  

READING On the Hidden Life of Trees from the Smithsonian by Richard Grant     reader: Keith Williams 

Peter Wohlleben, a German forester and author, has a rare understanding of the 

inner life of trees…He stands very tall and straight, like the trees he most 

admires… 

With his green boots crunching through fresh snow, and a dewdrop catching 

sunlight on the tip of his long nose, Wohllenben takes me to two massive beech 

trees growing next to each other.  He points up at their skeletal winter crown, 

which appear careful not to encroach into each other’s space.  “These two are old 

friends,” he says.   “They are very considerate in sharing the sunlight, and their 

root systems are closely connected.  In cases like this, when ones dies, the other 

usually dies soon afterward, because they are dependent on each other.”… 

There is now a substantial body of scientific evidence that…trees of the same 

species are communal and will often form alliances with trees of other species.  

Forest trees have evolved to live in cooperative, interdependent relationships, 

maintained by communication and a collective intelligence similar to an insect 

colony.  The soaring columns of wood draw the eye upward to their outspreading 

crowns, but the real action is taking place underground. Just a few inches below 

our feet. 

“Some are calling it the ‘wood-wide web’… 

OFFERING       

SERMON 

The Forest Teaches 

The Rev. Dr. Anita Farber-Robertson 

I have a memory from when I was a child.  I was in the woods, 

alone. Now, in retrospect, I am sure my parents were nearby at our 

campsite.  But that is not in the memory.  The memory is of being alone 

in the woods and leaning back over a stump or a rock, looking up at the 
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canopy of leaves, seeing the softened green light, hearing the quiet of 

leaf-muted sound, feeling held.  Then I turned my body and draped it 

over the stump or rock, and held my hands out before me, straight and 

then slowly down, down until they were resting on the forest floor.  

And somehow, in those moments, something shifted, and I was no 

longer an observer, but a participant.  I felt myself a part of the forest, 

of the trees, of the soft layered leaves and earth on which my hands 

and feet rested. There was no meaningful separation.  We were one. 

And I knew it was true.  I still do. 

There is a spirituality to the woods.  It may not always be obvious 

or accessible.  As I learned from Peter Wohlleben, author of The Hidden 

Lives of Trees, a row of trees, or a planted forest is not really like a 

natural forest, an old forest.  When I had my experience, I was probably 

in an old growth forest, or at least one that had been allowed to regrow 

and regenerate in its own way and time.  It had that sense of wholeness 

to it that is the essence of the natural forest. Wohlleben explains: 

All trees here, and in every forest that is not too damaged, are 

connected to each other through the underground fungal 

networks.  Trees share water and nutrients through the networks, 

and also use them to communicate.  They send distress signals 

about drought and disease, for example, or insect attacks, and 
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other trees alter their behavior when they receive these 

messages.1 

 So, trees are, it turns out, communal creatures.  They live 

together, each a little different, together creating a healthy, working 

whole. Where there are natural forests of deciduous trees of different 

ages the trees together, we learn, are able to withstand the harsh 

winds that sweep through in winter.  It seems: 

If there is an unusually strong hurricane-force wind- the kind that 
happens every 5-10 years in Europe (and at least as often here in 
the States), the tree community stands together to help each 
individual tree.  Every trunk is different.  Each has its own pattern 
of woody fibers, a testament to its unique history.   This means 
that, after the first gust- which bends all the trees in the same 
direction at the same time-each tree springs back at a different 
speed.  And usually it is the subsequent gusts that do a tree in, 
because they catch the tree while it is still severely bowed and 
bend it over again, even farther this time.  But in an intact forest, 
every tree gets help.  As the crowns swing back up, they hit each 
other, because each of them is straightening up at its own pace.  
While some are still moving backwards, others are already 
swinging forward again.  The result is gentle impact, which slows 
both trees down….2 
 

 Is that not how it works in human community as well, when we, 

like the trees, are rightly understanding ourselves as part of a 

                                                           
1 Peter Wohlleben, The Hidden Lives of Trees, What they Feel and How They Communicate, Random House, 2015  
2 Ibid 
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community?  Those of us who are able to stand upright, offer 

protection to those hit hard and bowed low, until they too can 

straighten up proud and full and strong. We have to wonder how the 

myths of rugged individualism, and self-sufficiency ever got a foothold 

in our culture.  They are contra-indicated in nature in most obvious 

ways, and now, we learn even in the less obvious, as in the lives of trees 

and forests.  The wisdom of the bible in Ecclesiastes from years ago has 

told us this truth: 

Two are better than one, because they have a good reward for 

their toil.  For if they fall, one will lift up the other; but woe to one 

who is alone and falls and does not have another to help.  Again, if 

two lie together they keep warm; but how can one keep warm 

alone?  And though one might prevail against another, two will 

withstand one.  A threefold cord is not quickly broken. 

(Ecclesiastes 4:9-12) 

 Our faith tradition has known it and taught it for thousands of 

years. We flourish in community.  We perish alone. Did we really need 

our scientist “priests” to prove it?  

In natural forests there is diversity.  It is not just an accident.  It is 

designed that way.  There is always a diversity of ages and sizes in the 

forest.  The different ways that various species are propagated insure 

that not all the new sprouts of the budding trees will be in the same 

place.  We often plant forests of single species.  But that does not yield 

the health and resilience that would have been possible in a mixed 
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setting.  Different species of trees can provide different kinds of 

assistance or protection to others. In just one example, Dr. Suzanne 

Simard, Professor of Forest Ecology at the University of British 

Columbia writes: 

Paper birches, with their lush leaves and gossamer bark, seemed 

to be feeding the soil and helping their coniferous neighbors.  But 

how?  In pulling back the forest floor using microscopic and 

genetic tools…I was staggered to discover that Douglas firs were 

receiving more photosynthetic carbon from paper birches than 

they were transmitting, especially when the firs were in the shade 

of their leafy neighbors.  The birches, it turns out, were spurring 

the growth of the firs, like carers in human social networks.  

Looking further we discovered that the exchange between the 

two tree species was dynamic: each took different turns as 

“mother,” depending on the season.  And so, they forged their 

duality into a oneness, making a forest.3 

 The little girl so many years ago, it seems, was picking up on 

something…something important and essential about belonging to one 

another, even across species.  We Unitarian Universalists have named it 

a principle- the interdependent web of existence, of which we are a 

part.  Part of that interdependent web, I would suggest, is the 

interdependence between science and spirituality.  Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr said it this way: 

                                                           
3 Ibid Afterward: Suzanne Simard, Notes From a Forest A Scientist 
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"Science investigates religion interprets,  

 Science gives (us)... knowledge which is power 

 Religion gives (us)... wisdom which is control." 

 Science and spirituality are not two separate, unrelated things.  

They are, I suggest, two sides of the same coin- different ways of 

understanding our place in the family of things.  Important 

complements, that together reveal the deeper truths of our living. The 

more we understand the complementarity of life as we know it, the 

more we will understand how we are held, and that we are never 

alone. 

 Wohlleben humorously conveys it this way: 

Whenever you walk through a tall, dark forest, you are walking 

down the aisles of a huge grocery store.  It is filled with all sorts of 

delicacies- at least as far as animals, fungi, and bacteria are 

concerned.   A single tree contains millions of calories in the form 

of sugar, cellulose, lignin, and other carbohydrates…also water 

and minerals.4 

Some grocery store!  

I have heard it said that variety is the spice of life, but I am 

learning that variety is the building block of life.  It is what allows each 

part to thrive.  The variety of ages in the forest allows the older trees to 

shelter and nurture the young ones coming up.  The variety of species 

                                                           
4 ibid 
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allows for the sharing of essentials, as each does not need exactly the 

same thing at the same time.  And together the trees provide food and 

shelter for other living species, who in turn, serve the trees, knitting 

together a strong and healthy whole. 

And I find myself thinking of you, A2U2 as a community, and the 

vision you cast for yourselves going forward, as you reflected on your 

roots and branches. 

Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church wishes to be a cross 

generational, interconnected, larger, more diverse community. 

You were intuitively insightful.  You knew what it was you needed 

to be a healthy community, with an ecosystem that would continuously 

regenerate and thrive. 

Cross-generational, interconnected, diverse and thriving.  That is 

the nature of the healthy forest. It teaches us. 

I saw the tree in winter 

Reaching toward the sky 

With bare branches tangled 

Like so many paths and yet 

Each path had a purpose 

Leading back to the roots of the tree.5 

 

                                                           
5 Nancy Wood, The Tree in Winter 
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Let the forest be your guide.  May your roots and branches be 

nourished by the diversity within you, offering flexibility when the 

storms arrive, providing sustenance and shelter for those who come, 

sharing graciously of your resources, so that each one knows what it 

means to be held in the interdependent web of all existence…and feels 

the truth of it. 

May it be so.  Amen 
CLOSING HYMN      For the Beauty of the Earth #21   

BENEDICTION  

CLOSING MUSIC (please be seated) 

 
 

 

 

 


